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Excellence in Specialised Education 

 

Term 3  Week 5 2020 

Dear Parents and Carers 
Hopefully you’ve all received your child’s Individual Education Plan (IEP) for the rest of the year; it has 
been edited to what seems achievable by the end of the year. There are lots of exciting programs     
happening. It has been a busy term already with excursions resuming, most academic programs are as 
close to ’normal’ as they can be and some Workplace Learning placements have recommenced.  As a 
school we remain highly vigilant around hygiene and cleanliness processes and can assure you we are 
adhering to the Government’s healthcare guidelines. Please remember to keep your child home if he or 
she is not well, until symptoms have cleared. 
There was also an email sent out regarding a survey of education support facilities; I urge you to please 
complete the survey if you can. If you would like a paper copy to write on we can print one for you and 
input the data. It is a nationwide survey around the value of schools for students with specialised   
learning needs.  
Enjoy this latest newsletter with great photos of our happy students achieving great things.  
 
 

Warm Regards 
Karen Campbell 
Principal  

2020  WA School Holidays and Term Dates for Terms 3 and 4 
Terms   Start      Finish       

Term 3    Monday 20th  July    Friday 25th September    

Term 4    Tuesday 13th October   Thursday 17th December    

School Development Days—Students do not attend School on these days.  

Monday 12th October—Day 1 Term 4 

Friday 6th November—Show Day 

Friday 18th December—Final day of the year 

Albany Secondary Education Support Centre 

Raffle for A6 Camp to Perth  $2 Per ticket 

Wheelbarrow and contents kindly donated by Bunnings  

On sale Monday  31st August 



A4  Class Report  

It has been a wonderful start to Term 3. All students have participated fully and should be proud of their 
hard work. The results have been very impressive. 

In Design and Technology this term we have completed many projects. The students started with draw-
ing their own design and were asked to label the parts to the design with support. The next step the stu-
dents built their project and finally proceeded to test their design or communicate how they could 
make improvements with appropriate questioning to support them. 

One of many fun and educational projects in Design and Technology. Hamish made a cork boat with Hilda. He followed the 
steps and constructed the simple design. Hamish was very engaged in the process and proudly showed off his boat to the 
other staff.  He then tested it out in the sink as he watched it float. 

All students have demonstrated consistent determination as they work towards all their individual goals this term. They have 
worked collaboratively together and it was inspiring to see how well they offered support to each other, such as opening the 
door to their class mates or class staff and sharing a library book with others. 

Excellent work A4  

Jane Claessens 
Class Teacher 



A5 Class Report  

It has been fantastic to see the A5 students demonstrate the PBS values throughout their learning and                

participation this term. In Mathematics Measurement, students have collaborated their own practical tips to accu-

rately measure length of objects such as starting from zero and making sure the measuring tool is straight.        

Students are recognising the importance of measurement and how these developing skills can be applied to other 

prospective learning programs such as Community Work Crew, Bushrangers, Integration and TAFE. 

The use of hands-on materials such as playdough have assisted students’ learning of fractions in Mathematics 

Number in particular with the concepts of whole and parts of a whole. 

Students have enjoyed using the North Albany Senior High School (NASHS) library each week and have continued 

to demonstrate responsible and appropriate behaviour by following the requirements upon entry. They have 

been engaged in a variety of texts during their visits to include fiction, non-fiction, magazines, newspapers and 

current affairs on the media screen. 

In Science, students have thoroughly enjoyed participating in bush walks; observing the local flora, fauna and inva-

sive species. They have learned that there are two types of Wattle; one of which is native to Western Australia 

and the invasive other named Sydney Golden Wattle. 

It has been wonderful to recommence our swimming program this term at Albany Leisure and Aquatic Centre. 

Jack and Jacob have enjoyed participating in swimming drills such as back floating, treading, freestyle and          

underwater propulsion with the fabulous instructor, Janet. 

Jonty and Isaac have made a smooth transition to their respective integration subjects; Woodwork and Physical 

Education at NASHS. Jonty has designed and made a table stand to prevent damage to table tops. Whilst Isaac has 

enjoyed learning about the game strategies and physical components of rugby. 

We look forward to continued success in A5, in all areas of our learning whilst upholding the PBS values in         

everything we do for the remainder of the term. 

Mrs Mackey and Ms Khoo 

Jacob practicing swimming drills  Zac and Isaac engaged in varied texts at 
Whole and parts-of-whole hands on learning. 

Jacob identifying wattle species in local bushland. 

Zac and Isaac engaged in varied texts at NASHS   Jonty and Grey developing measuring skills. 



 A6 Class Report  

 

The students have begun Semester Two with enthusiasm and vigour, beginning several new programs and     
learning many new concepts. In Science, they used batteries, wires and light bulbs to investigate what was         
required to make a light bulb glow, whilst in History, they have begun learning about Indigenous History by       
defining racism, and understanding the words prejudice, discrimination and antagonism. 

In Information Technology, the students have begun learning how to be more safe online with Mrs Pataky, whilst 
in Work Awareness, the students have been learning about different types of safety signs and personal protective 
equipment. The students have also developed their dribbling and shooting techniques in soccer, using both the 
inside and outside of their foot to keep the ball under control, and the front of their foot to shoot with more   
power. Well done A6 on a great start to the second half of the year! 

Mark Turner—A6 Teacher 

      

 

 

 

 

 

Luke matched several safety signs to their 
correct descriptions during Work Awareness.  

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The students watched several  
animated Dreamtime stories in the 
NASHS library for History.  



A8 Class Report  

In Maths this term we have been focusing on time. The students have been reading 

different types of time on analogue and digital clocks. As well as this we have been 

looking at real life applications of time including reading timetables, converting time 

and calculating lapses in time. All essential skills to prepare to for careers beyond 

school. 

We have also been doing some problem solving in Number and Algebra; this has 

involved some of us jumping up and down number lines in twos and fives while    

others have been exploring linear sequences and using algebraic expressions to 

work out unknown terms in the sequence. Tricky concepts that everyone tried very 

hard to understand. Amazing effort from the A8 team. 

What a fabulous start to Term 3 we are having in A8. Everyone has been focused and ready 

to learn. As a team, through lots of hard work, we have filled our PBS dollar tree twice since 

it going up on the wall. The class reaped the benefits with a Minecraft Creative session and 

a film and popcorn reward. Well deserved!   

In business, our newly founded company ‘ASESC Rec Collection’ has been writing a 

formal Business Plan to present to Mrs Campbell and our business partner Paul     

Lionetti. Paul came in to talk to the class at the end of Term 2 to discuss what our 

partnership would look like as well as impart some great words of wisdom to our 

budding entrepreneurs. 

We have also been measuring up the location 

of our donation point and designing the drop 

off bank infrastructure. These designs have 

been supplied to the manufacturers of the    

container to ensure it is fit for the job. Fantastic 

effort from everyone involved in this up and 

coming business.  

 
Well done everyone on an awesome Term 3 

so far. Keep it up!    Jake Butler 

    A8 Class Teacher 

In English we have been planning and writing recounts of our holidays. The students have been writing in past 

tense and first person to retell events using a wide variety of new describing and technical words. Our Colourful 

Semantics work has continued and these resources have helped some in the A8 team to structure sentences and 

write independently.  

As a way to further develop our speaking and listening we have started to listen to the fictional radio play podcast 

‘Mackaroy Uncovered’ from the ABC. We have been learning about podcast development including sound editing 

and we will be writing scripts to record our very own podcasts later this term.  



A9 Class Report  

 

A9 students have had a hardworking and wonderfully varied start to Term 3. In Mathematics, students have been 

working on calculating area and volume, particularly useful for a range of jobs, from calculating the amount of soil 

needed for vegetable beds or the volume of a cake tin.  

Branden has been engaged in learning about cars, as he now has his L-plates and is working towards getting his       

P-plates. 

Bush Rangers have been learning about the different species of birds that are native to the area, with a                

birdwatching trip to Lake Seppings. 

Friday afternoons are spent working on drawing and learning about line, shape, texture and colour, which the           

students are thoroughly engaged in. 

Work crew have been involved 
in taking down a wall that was 
damaged during recent      
building work. They have been 
learning about the tools    
needed and various personal 
protective equipment.  
It has been a great start to the 
term as students have focused 
on the skills of persistence and 
teamwork that they will need 
in their future careers. 

  



A10 Class Report  

These reports were written by the students in A10: 
 
In Art we are doing different pictures based on Thrive Art School YouTube videos.  We do it on a Tuesday period 
5.   We  have been drawing dragons, planes. lions, castles and a lot of other stuff. We all like it. We have begun to 
make clay objects as well as the Thrive Art. (Sarah) 
 

In A10 we have been doing Sewing.  At the moment I’m making a cat, it represents my cat Socks. As you can see 
he has white paws, so that’s why I called him that.  Anyway, our class has been working on mats, toys and friend-
ship bracelets.  First we picked out our quilts. After that we started making a pattern and then we put it into the 
sewing machine. It took a good two weeks or more to finish our mats.  After we finished our mats, we went 
straight  onto  making friendship bracelets. There was a tutorial on YouTube on how to make them. We had to 
thread the wool into the little holes and repeat.  Shianne was ahead of everyone so she started making her toy. 
She had to get two sizes of quilts and buttons. She also made a gingerbread man, and as you know I’m making a 
cat. (Ila) 
 

Every Tuesday, the A10 class has a fantastic time cooking. We made French Toast in a mug, Chicken soup in a mug 
and Muffin in a mug.  It’s very easy, quick, and practical.  We are happy to share some recipe for everyone to  try.  

Everyone enjoyed eating the finished product, but I prefer to take mine home and show to mum. I ate it and  
mum was happy.  We learnt to do measurements and use of appropriate cooking measuring tools. It was always a 
fun and interactive activity. Every Thursday we go swimming with A4 and we do swimming lessons with Janet, 
then after we are finished swimming lessons we go in the whirly pool.  Then A4  have their lesson,  then we all get 
out and get changed separately and go back to school. (Shianne) 
 

Music on Friday.  Last Friday the NASHS teacher and her choir come and played music for us. It is very soothing 
and it is so much fun. (Marc) 

Fish by Tim  Dog by Grace Art wall in classroom  Dragon by Shianne  

Tim with his Book Week character  NASHS choir performing in area 2  Marc measuring liquids  Shianne making a mini quilt 

Sarah making lasagne in a mug  Shianne using the sewing machine Swimming lessons 



A11 Class Report  

It has been great to see how well all of the           

students in the A11 class have returned to 

school. The students are continuing this 

term with a focus on communication and 

asking for support when needed.  

The photo’s show some of the terrific 

things our students have done in Art,      

Science and during Bush Rangers. 

I look forward to an  excellent term. 

Mr Claessens—A11 Class Teacher 

 Student Councillors  

The ASESC Student Councillors have gone through the nomination process and been voted in by their peers. They have       

already attended weekly meetings and presented their class reports at our assembly last week. The councillors have also    

decided upon the design of our first ASESC sport shirt. Samples of the shirts will be available for viewing in the near future. 

From left to right: 

Jonty, Liam H, Liam W, 

Shianne and Jonathon 



Healthy Nachos  
 
Ingredients 
 4 wholemeal tortillas 

 1 can diced tomatoes 200 g 

 1 cup red and green capsicum diced 

 1 cup sweet corn 

 1 cup salt reduced refried beans 

 1/2 cup grated reduced fat cheese 

 1 tsp paprika 

 1 avocado 

2 tbsp low fat Greek yoghurt 

Instructions 
1. Preheat oven to 180C. 
2. Cut tortillas into triangles, spread onto two baking trays and place in the oven. 
3. Bake for 5-10 minutes or until golden then remove and set aside. 
4. In a small saucepan, combine tomatoes, capsicum, corn, paprika and beans. 
5. Stir over a medium heat until ingredients begin to meld together. 
6. Separate tortilla chips into four bowls, top with bean mixture then sprinkle over cheese. 
7. Place under a hot grill for 5 minutes or until cheese melts. 
8.  Top with avocado and Greek yoghurt to taste. 

Student Services  

 

 The P&C is a group made up of parents, sometimes teachers and other community members who have an        

interest in the schools of NASHS & ASESC. We meet twice a term for a General and an Executive Meeting-all fami-

lies and interested parties are welcome.  

This term we have been revising ‘our purpose’, other than canteen and uniform shop management.  

Fundraising for basic school items is not on our agenda-the school has noted that it is well supported in up      

keeping the resources and facilities of both schools so we would like to concentrate on what we can offer families 

in the way of supporting their students/children at the schools.  

As a voice of the parents that use either schools, how we as a parent body can find the best way to get hold of 

family’s opinions, needs and wants for the NASHS & ASESC schools. The P&C can therefore be better informed to 

share your opinions with our principals. Suggestions so far have included a Facebook page, Surveys, and regular 

updates in the newsletter.  

What suits ‘our families best’ at our schools?  

Each term the P&C would like to organise an event promoting our school/parent community, we would love your 

feedback on ideas for this to- suggestions so far include- Library study presentation, Headspace, a sport star guest 

speaker, a curry night/sausage sizzle-family night………  

A survey will be put together of questions to nut out some opinions/ideas and feelings, we would love your     

feedback on where the P&C is headed and how we can get your support in being a beneficial group to school and 

parent community, so watch this space….  

ASESC & NASHS P & C  



Bush Rangers  

                                                                        A11 and A4 Bush Rangers 

The Bush Ranger Cadets have been enjoying getting out and about this term and have been learning about local history by 

visiting the Great Southern Museum and The Old Jail.  The students have also been re -exploring some of the local  parks and 

boardwalks. 

The cadets have demonstrated excellent behaviour and appropriateness in public areas as well as a keen interest in what 

they are experiencing. Well Done Bushrangers 


